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CONNECTEDNESS MODULO AN IDEAL
M.R. KOUSHESH
Abstract. For a topological space X and an ideal H of subsets of X we
introduce the notion of connectedness modulo H . This notion of connected-
ness naturally generalizes the notion of connectedness in its usual sense. In
the case when X is completely regular, we introduce a subspace γH X of the
Stone–Cˇech compactification βX of X, such that connectedness modulo H
is equivalent to connectedness of βX \ γH X. In particular, we prove that
when H is the ideal generated by the collection of all open subspaces of X
with pseudocompact closure, then X is connected modulo H if and only if
clβX(βX \ υX) is connected, and when X is normal and H is the ideal gen-
erated by the collection of all closed realcompact subspaces of X, then X is
connected modulo H if and only if clβX(υX \ X) is connected. Here υX is
the Hewitt realcompactification of X.
1. Introduction
Throughout this article by completely regular we mean completely regular and
Hausdorff (that is, Tychonoff).
An ideal H in a set X is a non-empty collection of subsets of X such that
• if a set A is contained in an element of H then A is in H ,
• if G and H are in H then so is their union G ∪H .
Intuitively, an ideal is a collection of subsets that are considered to be “small”. Let
A be a collection of subsets of a set X . The ideal in X generated by A , denoted
by 〈A 〉, is the intersection of all ideals in X which contain A . It is easy to check
that 〈A 〉 is the collection of all subsets of finite unions of elements from A .
The purpose of this article is to present a natural generalization of the notion of
connectedness in topological spaces. Recall that a space X is said to be connected
if there is no continuous 2-valued mapping on X , that is, there is no continuous
mapping f : X → [0, 1] such that
• f−1(0) and f−1(1) are neither empty,
• X \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) is empty.
Now, to generalize, we replace “emptyness” in the above definition by “smallness”,
that is, “being an element of an ideal in X”. More precisely, for a space X and
an ideal H in X , we say that X is connected modulo H if there is no continuous
mapping f : X → [0, 1] such that
• f−1(0) and f−1(1) are neither in H ,
• X \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) is in H .
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From this simple definition much follows. Indeed, most standard facts about con-
nectedness have counterparts in this context. Note that for the trivial ideal {∅},
connectedness modulo an ideal coincides with connectedness in its usual sense.
This article is organized as follows. There are two main sections. In Section 2
we study connectedness modulo an ideal H with no particular restriction on H ;
in Section 3 we deal with particular examples of H . In Section 2 we generalize
the standard known facts about connectedness to our new setting. This include
theorems on preservation of connectedness under continuous mappings, formation
of unions and taking closures. Further, for a completely regular space X and
an ideal H of subsets of X , we introduce a subspace λH X of the Stone–Cˇech
compactification βX of X , such that connectedness modulo the ideal H of X
is equivalent to connectedness of βX \ λH X . In Section 3 we consider particular
examples of the ideal H . In particular, we show that if X is completely regular and
H is the ideal generated by the collection of all open subspaces of X whose closures
are pseudocompact, then X is connected modulo H if and only if clβX(βX \ υX)
is connected, and if X is normal and H is the ideal generated by the collection of
all closed realcompact subspaces of X , then X is connected modulo H if and only
if clβX(υX \X) is connected. Here υX denotes the Hewitt realcompactification of
X .
We now review some notation and certain known facts. For undefined terms and
notation we refer the reader to the standard texts [4], [5] and [18].
Let X be a space. A zero-set in X (cozero-set in X , respectively) is a set of
the form f−1(0) (X \ f−1(0), respectively) where f : X → [0, 1] is a continuous
mapping. For a continuous mapping f : X → [0, 1], the zero-set of f (cozero-set of
f , respectively) is f−1(0) (X \ f−1(0), respectively). The set of all zero-sets of X
(cozero-sets of X , respectively) is denoted by Z(X) (Coz(X), respectively).
The Stone–Cˇech compactification. Let X be a completely regular space. By
a compactification of X we mean a compact Hausdorff space which contains X
as a dense subspace. The Stone–Cˇech compactification of X , denoted by βX , is
the compactification of X which is characterized among all compactifications of
X by the fact that every continuous mapping f : X → K, where K is a compact
Hausdorff space (or [0, 1]), is extendable to a (unique) continuous mapping over βX ;
we denote this continuous extension of f by fβ . The Stone–Cˇech compactification
of a completely regular space always exists.
The Hewitt realcompactification. A space is called realcompact if it is homeo-
morphic to a closed subspace of some product Rα. Let X be a completely regular
space. A realcompactification of X is a realcompact space which contains X as
a dense subspace. The Hewitt realcompactification of X , denoted by υX , is the
realcompactification of X which is characterized among all realcompactifications of
X by the fact that every continuous mapping f : X → R from X to a realcompact
space R (or R) is continuously extendable over υX . The Hewitt realcompactifi-
cation of a completely regular space always exists. We may assume that υX is a
subspace of βX . Observe that υX = X if and only if X is realcompact.
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2. General results
In this section we study connectedness modulo an ideal with no particular re-
striction on the ideal. Examples in which the ideal is specified are considered in
the follow-up section.
2.1. H -connectedness; the definition. In this subsection we provide basic def-
initions which we will refer to throughout this article.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X . A mapping
f : X → [0, 1] is called 2-valued modulo H if
• f−1(0) and f−1(1) are neither in H .
• X \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) is in H .
The space X is said to be connected modulo H (or H -connected) if there is no
continuous mapping f : X → [0, 1] which is 2-valued modulo H .
The following theorem is to provide a necessary and sufficient condition for a
space to be connected modulo an ideal.
Recall that two subsets C and D of a space X are said to be completely separated
in X if there is a continuous mapping f : X → [0, 1] which is 0 on C and 1 on D.
Definition 2.2. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X . A separation for
X modulo H is a pair C and D of completely separated subsets of X such that
• C and D are neither in H .
• X \ (C ∪D) is in H .
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X. The following are
equivalent.
(1) X is connected modulo H .
(2) There is no separation for X modulo H .
Proof. (1) implies (2). Suppose that there is a separation C and D for X modulo
H . Let f : X → [0, 1] be continuous with
f |C = 0 and f |D = 1,
where r denotes the mapping assigning the real number r to every element in its
domain. Then f−1(0) is not in H , as it contains C and C is not in H . Similarly
f−1(1) is not in H . Also, X \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) is in H , as it is contained in
X \ (C ∪D) and the latter is in H . That is, f is 2-valued modulo H . Thus X is
not connected modulo H .
(2) implies (1). Suppose that X is not connected modulo H . Let f : X → [0, 1]
be a continuous mapping which is 2-valued modulo H . Let
C = f−1(0) and D = f−1(1).
Then C and D is a pair of completely separated (by f) subsets of X and clearly
constitutes a separation for X modulo H . 
The following example shows that the concept “connectedness modulo an ideal”
indeed generalizes “connectedness” in the usual sense.
Example 2.4. Let X be a space and let H be the ideal in X consisting of the
empty set ∅ alone. It is clear that in this case the notions “a 2-valued mapping
modulo H ” and “a separation modulo H ” coincide, respectively, with the notions
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“a 2-valued mapping” and “a separation” in their usual senses. In particular, in
this case the space X is connected modulo H if and only if it is connected.
There may indeed exist ideals, other than the trivial ideal {∅} itself, for which
the two notions “connectedness modulo an ideal” and “connectedness” coincide;
this will be shown in the following two example.
Example 2.5. Let X be a T1-space with no isolated points and let Fin(X) be the
ideal in X consisting of all finite subsets of X . We verify that a continuous mapping
f : X → [0, 1] is 2-valued modulo Fin(X) if and only if it is 2-valued in the usual
sense. This, in particular, will show that connectedness modulo Fin(X) coincides
with connectedness. Let f : X → [0, 1] be a continuous mapping which is 2-valued
modulo Fin(X). That is, f−1(0) and f−1(1) are infinite while the remainder
U = X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
= f−1
(
(0, 1)
)
is finite. But U is open in X , and therefore it is infinite if it is non-empty, as X is
T1 and it has no isolated points. Thus U is empty. That is, f is 2-valued. Next,
let g : X → [0, 1] be a continuous 2-valued mapping. Then g−1(0) is open in X
and it is non-empty, therefore, it is infinite. Similarly, g−1(1) is infinite. Thus g is
2-valued modulo Fin(X).
Example 2.6. Let X be a space and let H be the collection of all nowhere dense
subsets of X , that is, the collection of all subsets H of X such that intXclXH is
empty. It is easy to check that H is an ideal in X . We verify that a continuous
mapping f : X → [0, 1] is 2-valued modulo H if and only if it is 2-valued in the
usual sense. Let f : X → [0, 1] be a continuous mapping which is 2-valued modulo
H . Let
A = X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
.
Then A is in H . Note that A is contained in clXA and thus in intXclXA, since
A is open in X . But then A is empty. Since neither of f−1(0) and f−1(1) is in
H , neither is empty in particular. That is f is a 2-valued mapping. That every
2-valued continuous mapping is 2-valued modulo H is clear.
As the above examples suggest, a space which is connected modulo an ideal may
still remain connected as the ideal enlarges. The natural question which arises at
this point is “how big this enlargement can be?” The following is to provide an
answer to this question.
Theorem 2.7. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X. Suppose that X is
connected modulo H . Then, there is a maximal (with respect to the set-theoretic
inclusion ⊆) ideal M in X which contains H and X is connected modulo M .
Proof. Consider the family
H = {G : G is an ideal in X containing H and X is connected modulo H },
partially ordered with the set-theoretic inclusion ⊆. We show that H has a maximal
element. To show this, by Zorn’s lemma, it suffices to check that every non-empty
linearly ordered (by ⊆) subfamily of H has an upper bounded in H. Let G be a
non-empty linearly ordered subfamily of H. Let
H
∗ =
⋃
G∈G
G .
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It is easy to check that H ∗ is an ideal in X . (To check that H ∗ is closed under
formation of finite unions, let G and H be two elements of H ∗. Then (by the
definition of H ∗) there are elements G and H of G having G and H , respectively.
Since G is linearly ordered, either G contains H , or H contains G . But then G
and H are both in either G or H and thus so is their union G ∪ H . Therefore
G ∪ H is in H ∗.) Also, H ∗ contains H , as every element of G does (and G is
non-empty). We now check that X is connected modulo H ∗. Suppose otherwise.
Then, there is a continuous mapping f : X → [0, 1] which is 2-valued modulo H ∗.
The set
X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
is in H ∗ and thus is in I for some I in G. But then f is 2-valued modulo I , as
f−1(0) and f−1(1) are neither in H ∗ and thus are neither in I . That is, X is not
connected modulo I . This contradiction shows that X is connected modulo H ∗.
Therefore H ∗ is an element of H. It is clear that H ∗ contains every element of
G. 
Even in simple cases (such as the case when X is the real line R and H is
the trivial ideal {∅}) we do not know any satisfactory description of an ideal whose
existence is guaranteed by Theorem 2.7. Let us formally state this below for possible
future reference.
Question 2.8. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X such that X is
connected modulo H . Describe the elements of a maximal ideal M of X which
contains H and X is connected modulo M .
2.2. Images of H -connected spaces. It is well known that any continuous im-
age of a connected space is connected. This subsection is to provide a counterpart
for this result in the new context.
Let X and Y be sets and let φ : X → Y be a mapping. For an ideal H in Y we
denote
φ−1(H ) =
{
A ⊆ X : φ(A) ∈ H
}
.
It is easy to check that φ−1(H ) is indeed an ideal in X .
Theorem 2.9. Let X and Y be spaces and let φ : X → Y be a continuous surjec-
tion. Let H be an ideal in Y . Then, if X is connected modulo φ−1(H ) then Y is
connected modulo H .
Proof. Suppose that Y is not connected modulo H ; we show that X is then not
connected modulo φ−1(H ). Let f : Y → [0, 1] be a continuous mapping which is
2-valued modulo H . The composition fφ : X → [0, 1] is continuous and, as we
now check, is 2-valued modulo φ−1(H ). Observe that (fφ)−1(0) is not in φ−1(H );
as otherwise,
φ
(
(fφ)−1(0)
)
= φ
(
φ−1
(
f−1(0)
))
is in H . But this is not possible, as
φ
(
φ−1
(
f−1(0)
))
= f−1(0),
since φ is surjective. Similarly, (fφ)−1(1) is not in φ−1(H ). Also,
A = X \
(
(fφ)−1(0) ∪ (fφ)−1(1)
)
is in φ−1(H ), as Y \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) is in H ,
φ(A) = φ
(
X \
(
φ−1
(
f−1(0)
)
∪ φ−1
(
f−1(1)
)))
= φ
(
φ−1
(
Y \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)))
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and
φ
(
φ−1
(
Y \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)))
= Y \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
,
since φ is surjective. That is f is 2-valued modulo φ−1(H ). The space X is
therefore not connected modulo φ−1(H ). 
2.3. Unions of H -connected subspaces. The union of a collection of connected
subspaces of a space is connected, provided that their intersection is non-empty.
Our purpose here is to provide a counterpart for this well known result in the new
context.
Let X be a set and let H be an ideal in X . For any subset A of X denote
H |A = {H ∩ A : H ∈ H }.
It is easy to check that H |A is an ideal in A.
Lemma 2.10. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X. Let A be a subspace
of X which is connected modulo H |A. Let f : X → [0, 1] be a continuous mapping
which is 2-valued modulo H . Then either
A ∩ f−1(0) or A ∩ f−1(1)
is in H .
Proof. Consider the continuous mapping f |A : A→ [0, 1]. Observe that the set
X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
is in H and thus
A ∩
(
X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
))
is in H |A. Note that
A \
(
(f |A)
−1(0) ∪ (f |A)
−1(1)
)
= A ∩
(
X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
))
,
as
(f |A)
−1(0) = A ∩ f−1(0) and (f |A)
−1(1) = A ∩ f−1(1).
But f |A is not 2-valued modulo H |A, as A is connected modulo H |A. Therefore,
either
(f |A)
−1(0) or (f |A)
−1(1)
is in H |A. It is clear that H |A is contained in H . 
Theorem 2.11. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X. Suppose that
X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn,
where Xi is connected modulo H |Xi for each i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that
A = X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn
is connected modulo H |A and is not in H . Then X is connected modulo H .
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that X is not connected modulo H . Suppose that
f : X → [0, 1] is a continuous mapping which is 2-valued modulo H . Since A is
connected modulo H |A, by Lemma 3.27, either
A ∩ f−1(0) or A ∩ f−1(1),
say the latter, is in H . Similarly, for each i = 1, . . . , n, either
Xi ∩ f
−1(0) or Xi ∩ f
−1(1)
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is in H . Fix some i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that Xi∩f−1(0) is in H . Then A∩f−1(0)
is also in H , as it is contained in Xi ∩ f−1(0). Also, A \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) is in
H , as it is contained in X \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) and the latter is in H . But then
A =
[
A ∩ f−1(0)
]
∪
[
A ∩ f−1(1)
]
∪
[
A \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)]
is in H , which contradicts our assumption. Therefore Xi∩f−1(1) is in H for each
i = 1, . . . , n, and thus so is their union f−1(1). This contradiction shows that X is
connected modulo H . 
Remark 2.12. Theorem 2.11 fails if the number of Xi’s is infinite; this will be
illustrated in Example 3.36.
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 2.11. We omit the proof, as it is
analogous to the one we have already given for Theorem 2.11.
Let X be a set and let κ be an infinite cardinal. An ideal H in X is called
κ-complete if for every subcollection G of H of cardinality < κ the union
⋃
G is
in H .
Theorem 2.13. Let X be a space and let H be a κ-complete ideal in X. Suppose
that
X =
⋃
i<κ
Xi,
where Xi is connected modulo H |Xi for each i < κ. Suppose that
A =
⋂
i<κ
Xi
is connected modulo H |A and is not in H . Then X is connected modulo H .
2.4. Closures of H -connected subspaces. It is well known that the closure
of a connected subspace of a space is connected. In the following we provide a
counterpart for this result in the new context.
Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X . Define
clXH = 〈clXH : H ∈ H 〉.
Theorem 2.14. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X. For a subset A of
X suppose that
clXA = X and clX(H |A) = H .
Then, if A is connected modulo H |A then X is connected modulo H .
Proof. Suppose that A is connected modulo H |A. Suppose to the contrary that
X is not connected modulo H . Let f : X → [0, 1] be a continuous mapping which
is 2-valued modulo H . The mapping f |A : A → [0, 1] cannot be 2-valued modulo
H |A. Therefore, since
A \
(
(f |A)
−1(0) ∪ (f |A)
−1(1)
)
= A ∩
(
X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
))
is in H |A, as X \ (f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)) is in H , either
A ∩ f−1(0) = (f |A)
−1(0) or A ∩ f−1(1) = (f |A)
−1(1),
say the latter, is in H |A. But then
A ∩ f−1
(
(0, 1]
)
=
[
A ∩ f−1(1)
]
∪
[
A \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)]
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is in H |A. Thus clX(A ∩ f−1((0, 1])) is in clX(H |A). Observe that
clX
(
A ∩ f−1
(
(0, 1]
))
= clXf
−1
(
(0, 1]
)
,
as f−1((0, 1]) is open in X and A is dense in X . Therefore clXf
−1((0, 1]) is in
clX(H |A), and thus so is its subset f
−1(1). Since clX(H |A) = H , it follows that
f−1(1) is in H . This contradiction proves the theorem. 
2.5. Products of H -connected spaces. As it is well known, the product of a
collection of connected spaces remains connected. We do not know how this can
be formulated in the new context, assuming indeed that such a formulation at
all exists. (See Examples 3.24 and 3.38 for related results.) For possible future
reference we record this formally as a question.
Question 2.15. Let X and Y be spaces and let H and G be ideals in X and Y ,
respectively. Define
H × G = 〈H ×G : H ∈ H and G ∈ G 〉.
Suppose that X and Y are connected modulo H and G , respectively. Is it then true
that X × Y is connected modulo H × G ?
Remark 2.16. The definition we have given for the product of two ideals is not the
standard one, though, in this context it is perhaps the most appropriate one.
2.6. H -connectedness in completely regular spaces. In this subsection we
show that connectedness modulo an ideal H of subsets of a completely regular
space X is equivalent to connectedness of a certain subspace of the Stone–Cˇech
compactification βX of X naturally associated with H . This characterization is
particularly useful when we deal with specific examples in the subsequent section.
For a completely regular space X and an ideal H in X we need to introduce
the following subspace λH X of its Stone–Cˇech compactification βX .
Definition 2.17. Let X be a completely regular space and let H be an ideal in
X . Define
λH X =
⋃
{intβXclβXA : clXA ∈ H }.
Recall that any two disjoint zero-sets S and T is a space X are completely
separated; for if S = Z(f) and T = Z(g), where f, g : X → [0, 1] are continuous
mappings, then the mapping
h =
f
f + g
: X −→ [0, 1]
is continuous and is 0 on S and 1 on T . Indeed, S = h−1(0) and T = h−1(1).
Theorem 2.18. Let X be a completely regular space and let H be an ideal in X.
The following are equivalent.
(1) X is connected modulo H .
(2) βX \ λH X is connected.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Suppose that βX \ λH X is not connected. We show that
X is not connected modulo H . Let E and G be a separation for βX \λH X . Note
that E and G are closed in βX , as they are closed in βX \ λH X and the latter is
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closed in βX , since λH X is open in βX by its definition. Since βX is normal, by
the Urysohn lemma, there exists a continuous mapping f : βX → [0, 1] such that
f |E = 0 and f |G = 1.
Let
C = X ∩ f−1
(
[0, 1/3]
)
and D = X ∩ f−1
(
[2/3, 1]
)
.
We verify that the pair C andD constitutes a separation forX modulo H ; Theorem
2.3 will then conclude the proof. Note that C and D are disjoint zero-sets of X and
therefore are completely separated in X . We check that C is not in H ; the same
proof will show that D is not in H either. Suppose otherwise. Let
A = X ∩ f−1
(
[0, 1/3)
)
.
Then
intβXclβXA ⊆ λH X
by the definition of λH X , as clXA is contained in C. But then E is contained in
λH X , as
E ⊆ f−1
(
[0, 1/3)
)
and
f−1
(
[0, 1/3)
)
⊆ intβXclβX
(
X ∩ f−1
(
[0, 1/3)
))
,
since
clβX
(
X ∩ f−1
(
[0, 1/3)
))
= clβXf
−1
(
[0, 1/3)
)
,
because X is dense in βX and f−1([0, 1/3)) is open in βX . This contradicts the
choice of E. It remains to show that the remainder X \ (C ∪D) is in H . Note that
f−1
(
[1/3, 2/3]
)
⊆ λH X,
as f is either 0 or 1 on βX \ λH X by the way it is defined. Since f−1([1/3, 2/3])
is compact, using the definition of λH X we have
(2.1) f−1
(
[1/3, 2/3]
)
⊆ intβXclβXA1 ∪ · · · ∪ intβXclβXAn,
where Ai is a subset of X whose closure clXAi is contained in an element Hi of H
for each i = 1, . . . , n. We now intersect (2.1) with X to obtain
X \ (C ∪D) ⊆ X ∩ f−1
(
[1/3, 2/3]
)
⊆ clXA1 ∪ · · · ∪ clXAn ⊆ H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hn.
Thus X \ (C ∪D) is contained in an element of H and is therefore in H .
(2) implies (1). Suppose that X is not connected modulo H . We show that
βX \ λH X is not connected. Let C and D be a separation for X modulo H .
The sets C and D are completely separated in X , thus, there exists a continuous
mapping f : X → [0, 1] with
f |C = 0 and f |D = 1.
Let fβ : βX → [0, 1] be the continuous extension of f . Let 0 < r < s < 1. Let
A = f−1
(
(r, s)
)
.
Then clXA is contained in an element of H , namely X \ (C ∪ D), as clXA is
contained in f−1([r, s]) and the latter is contained in X \ (C ∪ D) by the way we
have defined f . Thus
intβXclβXA ⊆ λH X
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by the definition of λH X . Arguing as in the above part, we can check that
f−1β
(
(r, s)
)
⊆ intβXclβXA.
Thus
f−1β
(
(r, s)
)
⊆ λH X.
But this holds for every 0 < r < s < 1, therefore
f−1β
(
(0, 1)
)
⊆ λH X.
This, in particular, implies that
βX \ λH X =
(
f−1β (0) \ λH X
)
∪
(
f−1β (1) \ λH X
)
.
As we now check, the sets
K = f−1β (0) \ λH X and L = f
−1
β (1) \ λH X
are neither empty. Since K and L are both closed in βX \ λH X , this will imply
that βX \ λH X is not connected. To show this, suppose to the contrary that
f−1β (0)\λH X is empty. (The proof that f
−1
β (1)\λH X is non-empty is analogous.)
Then f−1β (0) is contained in λH X and thus, since f
−1
β (0) is compact, using the
definition of λH X we have
(2.2) f−1β (0) ⊆ intβXclβXA1 ∪ · · · ∪ intβXclβXAn,
where Ai is a subset of X such that clXAi is contained in an element Hi of H for
each i = 1, . . . , n. Now, we intersect (2.2) with X to obtain
f−1(0) = X ∩ f−1β (0) ⊆ clXA1 ∪ · · · ∪ clXAn ⊆ H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hn.
Therefore, since C is contained in f−1(0) by the definition of f , the set C is con-
tained in an element of H , and is thus in H . But, this is a contradiction. 
Remark 2.19. Note that for a completely regular space X we have λH X = ∅ in
the case when H is the trivial ideal {∅}. In this case Theorem 2.18 reduces to the
nearly trivial assertion: X is connected if and only if βX is connected.
In Theorem 2.18 it might be of some interest to know when βX \ λH X is
contained in βX \X . This will be the context of our next result.
Definition 2.20. Let X be a space and let H be an ideal in X . The space X is
called local modulo H if for every x in X there is open neighborhood U of x in X
whose closure clXU is in H .
Proposition 2.21. Let X be a completely regular space and let H be an ideal in
X. The following are equivalent.
(1) X is local modulo H .
(2) βX \ λH X is contained in βX \X.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Let x be in X . Let U be an open neighborhood of x in X
whose closure clXU is in H . Let f : X → [0, 1] be a continuous mapping such that
f(x) = 0 and f |X\U = 1.
Let fβ : βX → [0, 1] denote the continuous extension of f . Let 0 < r < 1. Observe
that x is in f−1β ([0, r)),
f−1β
(
[0, r)
)
⊆ intβXclβXf
−1
β
(
[0, r)
)
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trivially,
clβXf
−1
β
(
[0, r)
)
= clβX
(
X ∩ f−1β
(
[0, r)
))
,
as f−1β ([0, r)) is open in βX and X is dense in βX , and
X ∩ f−1β
(
[0, r)
)
= f−1
(
[0, r)
)
⊆ U
by the definition of f . Therefore x is in intβXclβXU . But the latter is contained in
λH X by the definition of λH X . Thus x is in λH X .
(2) implies (1). Let x be in X . Then x is in λH X , and thus x is in intβXclβXA
for some subset A of X whose closure clXA is in H . Let
U = X ∩ intβXclβXA.
Then U is an open neighborhood of x in X . Also, clXU is in H , as it is contained
in clXA. 
3. Examples; connectedness modulo a topological property
In this section we provide specific examples for the general results we have ob-
tained in the previous section. The idea is to correspond an ideal to a topological
property in a natural way. A space will be then called “connected modulo the
topological property” provided that it is connected modulo the ideal corresponded
to that topological property. This will be done for a topological property which
is closed hereditary and preserved under finite closed sums of subspaces in Sub-
section 3.1, for pseudocompactness in Subsection 3.2, and for realcompactness in
Subsection 3.3.
3.1. The case of a closed hereditary topological property preserved under
finite closed sums of subspaces. Results of this subsection are mostly found in
[11]; they have been derived here, however, as corollaries of our general study of
connectedness modulo an ideal.
Let us start with the following definition.
Definition 3.1. A topological property P is said to be
• closed hereditary, if any closed subspace of a space with P also has P.
• preserved under finite closed sums of subspaces, if any space which is a finite
union of its closed subspaces each having P also has P.
• preserved (inversely preserved, respectively) under a class M of mappings,
if for every surjective mapping f : X → Y in M , the space Y (X , respec-
tively) has P if X (Y , respectively) has P.
We will assume that every topological property is non-empty, that is, for every
topological property P there indeed exists a space which has P. Note that for a
closed hereditary topological property P this implies that the empty space ∅ has
P.
The following definition (together with its subsequent lemma) is to provide a
connection between ideals and certain classes of topological properties.
Definition 3.2. Let P be a topological property. For a space X define
HP(X) = {H ⊆ X : clXH has P}.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a closed hereditary topological property which is preserved
under finite closed sums of subspaces. Then, for a space X the set HP(X) is an
ideal in X.
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Proof. Note that the empty space ∅ has P and HP(X) is therefore non-empty.
Suppose that H is in HP(X) and that A is a subset of H . Then clXH has P and
so does its closed subspace clXA, as P is closed hereditary. That is, A is in HP(X).
Suppose that G and H are in HP(X). Then clXG and clXH both have P, and so
does their union
clXG ∪ clXH = clX(G ∪H),
as P is preserved under finite closed sums of subspaces. That is, G ∪ H is in
HP(X). 
In view of the above lemma the following definition now makes sense.
Definition 3.4. Let P be a closed hereditary topological property which is pre-
served under finite closed sums of subspaces. A space X is said to be connected
modulo P if it is connected modulo the ideal HP(X) in X .
Observe that for a topological property P which is closed hereditary and pre-
served under finite closed sums of subspaces, a space X is connected modulo P
if it has P. This is because in this case, X will be in HP(X), which implies the
non-existence of any mapping on X which is 2-valued modulo HP(X).
Next, in a series of results we study how connectedness modulo a topological
property behaves with respect to continuous mappings, unions and closures.
Recall that a mapping φ : X → Y , where X and Y are spaces, is called perfect,
if φ is a closed mapping and the fiber φ−1(y) is compact for each y in Y .
Theorem 3.5. Let P be a closed hereditary topological property which is preserved
under finite closed sums of subspaces and is both preserved and inversely preserved
under perfect continuous surjections. Then, connectedness modulo P is preserved
under perfect continuous surjections.
Proof. Let φ : X → Y be a perfect continuous mapping from a space X which is
connected modulo P onto a space Y . We prove that Y is connected modulo P,
that is, Y is connected modulo the ideal HP(Y ). To prove this, by Theorem 2.9,
it suffices to prove that X is connected modulo φ−1(HP(Y )). We prove the latter
by verifying that
(3.1) HP(X) = φ
−1
(
HP(Y )
)
.
Since X is connected modulo HP(X), this will prove the theorem.
Let A be in HP(X). Then clXA has P. Observe that the mapping
φ|clXA : clXA −→ φ(clXA),
which is obtained from f by restricting it to a closed subspace of its domain, is
perfect, and is clearly surjective. Thus φ(clXA) has P, as P is preserved under
perfect continuous surjections. Note that φ(clXA) is closed in Y , as φ is a closed
mapping. In particular, φ(clXA) contains clY φ(A) as a closed subspace. Therefore
clY φ(A) has P, as P is closed hereditary. Thus φ(A) is in HP(Y ) and therefore A
is in φ−1(HP(Y )).
Next, let B be in φ−1(HP(Y )). Then φ(B) is in HP(Y ) and therefore clY φ(B)
has P. Observe that the mapping
φ|φ−1(clY φ(B)) : φ
−1
(
clY φ(B)
)
−→ clY φ(B)
is perfect, and is surjective, as φ is so. Thus φ−1(clY φ(B)) has P, as P is inversely
preserved under perfect continuous surjections. But φ−1(clY φ(B)) contains clXB
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as a closed subspace and P is closed hereditary, thus clXB has P. Therefore B is
in HP(X). This together with the above explanation proves (3.1). 
Lemma 3.6. Let P be a closed hereditary topological property which is preserved
under finite closed sums of subspaces. Let X be a space and let A be a closed subset
of X. Then
HP(X)|A = HP(A).
Proof. LetB be in HP(X)|A. Then B = C∩A for some C in HP(X). In particular,
clXC has P. But clAB = clXB, as A is closed in X , and clXB has P, as clXB is
closed in clXC and P is closed hereditary. Thus B is in HP(A).
Now, let B be in HP(A). Then clAB has P. But clXB = clAB, thus B is in
HP(X). Therefore B = B ∩ A is in HP(X)|A. 
Theorem 3.7. Let P be a closed hereditary topological property which is preserved
under finite closed sums of subspaces. Let X be a space such that
X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn,
where Xi for each i = 1, . . . , n is a closed subspace of X which is connected modulo
P. Suppose that
X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn
is connected modulo P and is non-P. Then X is connected modulo P.
Proof. Since Xi is closed in X for each i = 1, . . . , n, by Lemma 3.6 connectedness
modulo HP(X)|Xi coincides with connectedness modulo HP(Xi). Similarly, if we
let
A = X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn,
then A is closed in X and thus connectedness modulo HP(X)|A coincides with
connectedness modulo HP(A). Also, A is not in HP(X), as A is non-P. Theorem
2.11 now concludes the proof. 
In the following example we consider connectedness modulo P when P is com-
pactness. This, in particular, provides us with an example showing that a space
with a dense subspace which is connected modulo P is not necessarily connected
modulo P.
Example 3.8. Let P be compactness. It is clear that P is closed hereditary and is
preserved under finite closed sums of subspaces. Now, suppose that X is a locally
compact Hausdorff space. For simplicity of the notation denote HP(X) by C . In
this case the ideal C consists of subsets C of X whose closure clXC is compact.
By Theorem 2.18 the space X is connected modulo compactness if and only if
βX \ λCX is connected, where, by definition
λCX =
⋃
{intβXclβXC : C is a compact subspace of X}.
We check that
(3.2) λCX = X.
Note that for a compact subspace C of X the set intβXclβXC is contained in
clβXC = C, and thus, is contained in X . Thus λCX is contained in X . Next, let
x be in X . Since X is locally compact, there is an open neighborhood U of x in
X whose closure clXU is compact. Note that U is open in βX , as U is open in X
and X is open in βX , since X is locally compact. In particular, U is contained in
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λCX , as U is contained in intβXclβXU and the latter is contained in λCX by its
definition. Therefore x is in λCX . Thus X is contained in λCX . This shows (3.2).
That is, a locally compact Hausdorff space X is connected modulo compactness
if and only if βX \X is connected. This will be used in the following.
Let n be a positive integer. It is known that the remainder βRn\Rn is connected
if and only if n ≥ 2. (See Exercise 6.L of [5].) Therefore, by the above discussion,
the Euclidean space Rn is connected modulo compactness if and only if n ≥ 2.
We now construct an example of a space Y which contains a dense subspace X
such that X is connected modulo compactness, while the space Y is not. Let
Y = R× [0, 1],
considered as a subspace of R2, and let
X = R× (0, 1).
Then X is clearly dense in Y , and it is connected modulo compactness, as it is
homeomorphic to R2. The space Y , however, is not connected modulo compactness;
the mapping f : Y → [0, 1] defined by
f(s, t) = max
{
0,min{s, 1}
}
is continuous and is 2-valued modulo compactness. Indeed,
f−1(0) = (−∞, 0]× [0, 1] and f−1(1) = [1,∞)× [0, 1]
and
Y \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
= (0, 1)× [0, 1],
as one can easily check.
As it is pointed out in the following example the class of topological properties
which satisfy the assumptions of the theorems in this subsection is quite wide and
include almost all the so called “covering properties”. (This class of topological
properties has been also considered in [8]–[13].)
Example 3.9. Let P be either compactness, the Lindelo¨f property, countable com-
pactness, paracompactness, metacompactness, countable paracompactness, sub-
paracompactness, θ-refinability (or submetacompactness), the σ-para-Lindelo¨f prop-
erty or ω-boundedness. Then P is a closed hereditary topological property which is
preserved under finite closed sums of subspaces and is both preserved and inversely
preserved under perfect continuous mappings. (See [2], [19] and [20].)
In [11], for a topological property P which is closed hereditary and preserved
under finite closed sums of subspaces, we have called a space X to be “connected
modulo P” provided that there is no pair of disjoint cozero-sets C and D of X such
that the closures in X of neither has P, and X \(C∪D) is contained in a cozero-set
of X whose closure in X has P. In the following theorem we show that the notion
“connectedness modulo a topological property” derived here from the more general
notion “connectedness modulo an ideal” coincides with the one we have already
introduced and studied in [11].
Theorem 3.10. Let P be a closed hereditary topological property which is preserved
under finite closed sums of subspaces. For a space X the following are equivalent.
(1) X is connected modulo P.
(2) There is no pair C and D of disjoint cozero-sets of X such that
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– clXC and clXD neither has P.
– X \ (C ∪ D) is contained in a cozero-set E of X such that clXE has
P.
Proof. (2) implies (1). Suppose that X is not connected modulo P. There is a
continuous mapping f : X → [0, 1] which is 2-valued modulo HP(X). That is, if
E = X \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
,
then the closure in X of E has P, while neither of f−1(0) and f−1(1) has P. Let
C = f−1
(
[0, 1/2)
)
and D = f−1
(
(1/2, 1]
)
.
Then C and D are disjoint cozero-sets of X , and the closure in X of neither has P,
as C and D contain f−1(0) and f−1(1), respectively, and P is closed hereditary.
Also, E is a cozero-set in X and
X \ (C ∪D) = f−1(1/2) ⊆ E.
(1) implies (2). Suppose that there is a pair of disjoint cozero-sets C and D of
X such that the closures in X of neither has P and
(3.3) X \ (C ∪D) ⊆ E,
where E is a cozero-set of X whose closure in X has P. It is clear that E is
in HP(X) while neither of C and D is so. Let f, g : X → [0, 1] be continuous
mappings such that
(3.4) C = Coz(f) and D = Coz(g).
Note that X \ (C ∪D) and X \E are zero-sets in X , and they are disjoint by (3.3).
Thus, there exists a continuous mapping h : X → [0, 1] such that
h−1(0) = X \ E and h−1(1) = X \ (C ∪D).
Define a mapping k : X → [0, 1] by
k =
f
f + g + h
.
We show that k is a continuous mapping which is 2-valued modulo HP(X).
First, we need to check that k is well defined. Let x be in X . Note that
f(x) + g(x) + h(x) 6= 0,
if either f(x) 6= 0 or g(x) 6= 0. If both f(x) = 0 and g(x) = 0, then x is in neither
of Coz(f) and Coz(g), and thus x is in E by (3.3) and (3.4). But then h(x) 6= 0
by the definition of h, and thus f(x) + g(x) + h(x) 6= 0. This shows that k is well
defined.
It is clear that 0 ≤ k(x) ≤ 1 for every x in X , and that k is continuous.
Note that Z(f) is contained in k−1(0) by the definition of k. But, since C and
D are disjoint, by (3.4) we have
D ⊆ X \ C = X \ Coz(f) = Z(f).
Thus D is contained in k−1(0). Since D is not in HP(X), the set k
−1(0) is not in
HP(X) either.
Before we show that k−1(1) is not in HP(X), we check that
(3.5) C \ E ⊆ k−1(1).
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Let x be in C \ E. Then x is not in D, as x is in C, and C and D are disjoint.
Thus g(x) = 0 by (3.4). Also, h(x) = 0 by the definition of h, as x is not in E.
Therefore, k(x) = 1 by the definition of k.
To show that h−1(1) is not in HP(X), suppose the contrary. Then C \ E is in
HP(X) by (3.5). But E is in HP(X), therefore
C ∪ E = (C \ E) ∪E
is in HP(X). But then C is in HP(X), as it is contained in C ∪ E. This is a
contradiction.
It remains to show that X \(k−1(0)∪k−1(1)) is in HP(X). Let x be in X . Then
by the definition of k, we have 0 < k(x) < 1 if and only if we have both f(x) 6= 0
and g(x) + h(x) 6= 0. Note that Coz(h) = E by the way h is defined. Therefore,
using (3.4), we have
X \
(
k−1(0) ∪ k−1(1)
)
⊆ Coz(f) ∩ Coz(g + h)
= Coz(f) ∩
(
Coz(g) ∪ Coz(h)
)
= C ∩ (D ∪ E).
Note that
C ∩ (D ∪ E) = C ∩ E,
as C and D are disjoint. Thus X \ (k−1(0) ∪ k−1(1)) is contained in E, and is
therefore in HP(X), as E is so. 
3.2. The case of pseudocompactness. In this subsection we will be dealing
with pseudocompactness. Recall that a completely regular space X is said to be
pseudocompact if every continuous mapping f : X → R is bounded. Observe that
pseudocompactness is not a closed hereditary topological property (although it is
preserved under finite closed sums of subspaces). Thus, in particular, the results of
this subsection do not follow from those of Subsection 3.1.
Theorems 3.14 and 3.18 may also be found in [11]; they have been derived here,
however, as corollaries of our general study of connectedness modulo an ideal.
Definition 3.11. For a completely regular space X define
UX = 〈U : U is an open subset of X whose closure is pseudocompact〉.
Definition 3.12. A completely regular space X is said to be connected modulo
pseudocompactness if it is connected modulo the ideal UX of X .
It is clear that if a space X is pseudocompact then it is connected modulo pseu-
docompactness, as in this case X itself is in UX , which implies the non-existence
of any mapping on X which is 2-valued modulo UX .
In the next theorem we study how connectedness modulo pseudocompactness
is preserved under a certain class of continuous mappings. We use the following
simple observation.
Lemma 3.13. Let X be a completely regular space. Then
UX = {A : A ⊆ U where U is an open subset of X whose closure is pseudocompact}.
Proof. It is clear that a subset of X is in UX if it is contained in an open subset U
of X whose closure in X is pseudocompact.
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Let A be in UX . Then A is contained in a finite union U = U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Un,
where Ui is an open subset of X whose closure in X is pseudocompact for each
i = 1, . . . , n. Observe that U is an open subset of X and
clXU = clXU1 ∪ · · · ∪ clXUn
is pseudocompact, as it is a finite union of pseudocompact subspaces. 
A regular closed subset in a space is a set which is identical to the closure of its
interior. Thus, regular closed subsets of a space are closures of open subsets. It is
known that pseudocompactness is hereditary with respect to regular closed subsets
and is inversely preserved with respect to perfect open continuous surjections.
Theorem 3.14. Connectedness modulo pseudocompactness is preserved under per-
fect open continuous surjections.
Proof. Let φ : X → Y be a perfect open continuous mapping from a space X which
is connected modulo pseudocompactness onto a space Y . We show that Y is con-
nected modulo pseudocompactness, that is, Y is a completely regular space which
is connected modulo the ideal UY . Observe that complete regularity is preserved
under perfect open continuous surjections. Thus, to prove this, by Theorem 2.9,
it suffices to prove that X is connected modulo φ−1(UY ). We prove the latter by
verifying that
(3.6) UX = φ
−1(UY ).
Since X is connected modulo UX , this will then prove the theorem.
Let A be in UX . By Lemma 3.13 the set A is contained in an open subset U of
X whose closure clXU is pseudocompact. It is clear that φ(A) is then contained
in φ(U). Note that φ(U) is an open subset of Y , as φ is an open mapping. To
show that φ(A) is in UY , by Lemma 3.13, it then suffices to show that clY φ(U) is
pseudocompact. Note that φ(clXU) is pseudocompact, as it is a continuous image
of clXU , and the latter is so. Observe that φ(clXU) contains clY φ(U), as φ is closed,
since it is perfect. But then clY φ(U) is pseudocompact, as it is regular closed in the
pseudocompact space φ(clXU) and pseudocompactness is hereditary with respect
to regular closed subsets.
Next, let B be in φ−1(UY ). Then φ(B) is in UY and thus by Lemma 3.13 the set
φ(B) is contained in an open subset V of Y whose closure clY V is pseudocompact.
Note that
B ⊆ φ−1
(
φ(B)
)
⊆ φ−1(V ),
and that φ−1(V ) is an open subset of X . We show that clXφ
−1(V ) is pseudocom-
pact; this will then, by Lemma 3.13, prove that B is in UX . Note that pseudo-
compactness is inversely preserved under perfect open continuous surjections. The
mapping
ψ = φ|φ−1(clY V ) : φ
−1(clY V ) −→ clY V
is continuous, perfect, open and surjective, as φ is so. Therefore φ−1(clY V ) is
pseudocompact, as it is the inverse image of the pseudocompact space clY V under
ψ. But then clXφ
−1(V ) is pseudocompact, as it is regular closed in φ(clY V ). 
Remark 3.15. Theorem 3.14 may also be proved using the characterization we will
give in Theorem 3.18 (as we will prove its dual result, Theorem 3.34, by means of
the characterization given in Theorem 3.31). The present proof of Theorem 3.14 is
to demonstrate a direct application of our general result given in Theorem 2.9.
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The following provides a characterization for connectedness modulo pseudocom-
pactness of a space in terms of connectedness of a familiar subspace of its Stone–
Cˇech compactification.
We will need to use the following result due to A.W. Hager and D.G. Johnson
in [6]. (See also [3] or Theorem 11.24 of [21] for a proof.)
Lemma 3.16 (Hager–Johnson [6]). For an open subset U of a completely regular
space X, if clβXU is contained in υX then clXU is pseudocompact.
The converse of Lemma 3.16 holds as well, as we now easily check.
Lemma 3.17. For an open subset U of a completely regular space X the closure
clXU is pseudocompact if and only if clβXU is contained in υX.
Proof. Necessity follows from Lemma 3.16. For sufficiency, note that if clXU is
pseudocompact then so is its closure clυXU . But clυXU is also realcompact, as it
is closed in υX and realcompactness is closed hereditary. Note that realcompact
pseudocompact spaces are compact. Thus clυXU is compact. It is then clear that
clυXU contains clβXU and is contained in υX . 
Theorem 3.18. For a completely regular space X the following are equivalent.
(1) X is connected modulo pseudocompactness.
(2) clβX(βX \ υX) is connected.
Proof. For simplicity of the notation we denote UX by U . To prove the theorem,
by Theorem 2.18, it suffices to show that
λU X = intβXυX
and note that
clβX(βX \ υX) = βX \ intβXυX.
Let z be in intβXυX . Let U and V be open subsets of βX such that
z ∈ U ⊆ clβXU ⊆ V ⊆ clβXV ⊆ intβXυX.
Let
U ′ = U ∩X and V ′ = V ∩X.
Note that V ′ is open in X and clXV
′ is pseudocompact by Lemma 3.17, as clβXV
′
is contained in clβXV and the latter is contained in υX . Therefore V
′ is in U , and
thus so is clXU
′, as clXU
′ is contained in V ′. Therefore intβXclβXU
′ is contained
in λU X by the definition of λU X . Observe that z is in intβXclβXU , as z is in U
and U is open in βX . Also clβXU = clβX(U ∩ X), as U is open in βX and X is
dense in βX , that is clβXU = clβXU
′. In particular, z is in intβXclβXU
′ and is
thus in λU X .
Next, let t be in λU X . Then t is in intβXclβXA for some subset A of X whose
closure clXA is in U . By Lemma 3.13 there is an open subset U of X whose
closure clXU is pseudocompact and contains clXA. Observe that clβXU , and thus
in particular clβXA, is contained in υX by Lemma 3.17. Therefore intβXclβXA is
contained in intβXυX . Thus t is in intβXclβXυX . 
Recall that a completely regular space X is called locally pseudocompact if for
every x in X there is an open neighborhood U of x in X whose closure clXU is
pseudocompact. The following is known (see [3], also [7]); it connects with Theorem
3.18.
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Proposition 3.19. For a completely regular space X the following are equivalent.
(1) X is locally pseudocompact.
(2) clβX(βX \ υX) is contained in βX \X.
Proof. Observe that by regularity of X every open neighborhood of a point x in
X whose closure in X is pseudocompact contains the closure in X of an open
neighborhood of x in X which is necessarily pseudocompact, as pseudocompactness
is hereditary with respect to regular closed subsets. Now, by the representation
given for UX in Lemma 3.13, it is easy to check that X is locally pseudocompact if
and only if X is local modulo the ideal UX of X . Proposition 2.21 now concludes
the proof. 
Next, we examine how connectedness modulo pseudocompactness is preserved
under formation of unions. We will need the following lemma.
Recall that a subspace A of a space X is said to be C-embedded in X (C∗-
embedded in X , respectively) if every continuous (continuous bounded, respectively)
mapping f : A→ R can be continuously extended to the whole space X . Note that
in normal spaces closed subspaces are both C-embedded and C∗-embedded.
Lemma 3.20. Let X be a completely regular space and let A be a subspace of X.
(1) If A is C∗-embedded in X then clβXA = βA.
(2) (Gillman and Jerison [5]) If A is C-embedded in X then clυXA = υA.
Theorem 3.21. Let X be a normal space such that
X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn,
where Xi for each i = 1, . . . , n is a closed subspace of X which is connected modulo
pseudocompactness. Suppose that
X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn
is non-pseudocompact. Then X is connected modulo pseudocompactness.
Proof. Let T be a closed subspace of X . Then
βT = clβXT and υT = clυXT
by Lemma 3.20, as T is both C-embedded and C∗-embedded in X , since T is closed
in X and X is normal. Therefore
βT \ υT = clβXT \ clυXT = clβXT \ (υX ∩ clβXT ) = clβXT \ υX,
and thus, in particular,
clβT (βT \ υT ) = clclβXT (clβXT \ υX)
= clβXT ∩ clβX(clβXT \ υX) = clβX(clβXT \ υX).
Let
A = X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn.
Then A is closed in X , as it is the intersection of a finite number of closed subsets,
and βA\υA, which equals to clβXA\υX by the above observation, is non-empty, as
A is non-pseudocompact. Note that clβXi(βXi\υXi), which equals to clβX(clβXXi\
υX) by the above observation, is connected for each i = 1, . . . , n by Theorem 3.18,
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as Xi is connected modulo pseudocompactness. Observe that clβX(clβXXi \ υX)
contains the non-empty set clβXA \ υX for each i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, the union
n⋃
i=1
clβX(clβXXi \ υX)
is connected. Note that
n⋃
i=1
clβX(clβXXi \ υX) = clβX
( n⋃
i=1
clβXXi \ υX
)
= clβX(βX \ υX).
Therefore, X is connected modulo pseudocompactness by Theorem 3.18. 
In the following example we show that the conclusion in the above theorem fails
if the number of Xi’s is infinite.
Example 3.22. Let X be the space R endowed with the standard topology and
let Xn = (−∞, n] for each positive integer n. Then X is normal and
X =
∞⋃
n=1
Xn.
Also, Xn, for each positive integer n, is closed in X and is connected modulo
pseudocompactness. (The latter follows from Theorem 3.18. To see this, observe
that υXn = Xn, as Xn is realcompact. The space clβXn(βXn \ υXn) is then
homeomorphic to
clβ(−∞,0]
(
β(−∞, 0] \ (−∞, 0]
)
= β(−∞, 0] \ (−∞, 0]
which is known to be connected; see Exercise 6.L of [5].) Note that
∞⋂
n=1
Xn = (−∞, 1]
is clearly non-pseudocompact. Finally, R is not connected modulo pseudocompact-
ness by Theorem 3.18, as βR \ R (which equals to clβR(βR \ R)) is not connected.
(See Exercise 6.L of [5].)
The following example shows that a space which has a dense subspace which is
connected modulo pseudocompactness may not be itself connected modulo pseudo-
compactness.
Example 3.23. Let
Y = R× [0, 1],
considered as a subspace of R2, and let
X = R× (0, 1).
Then X is dense in Y . Also, X is connected modulo pseudocompactness, as X is
homeomorphic to R2 and the latter is so by Theorem 3.18, since βR2 \ R2 (which
equals to clβR2(βR
2 \ R2)) is connected. The space Y , however, is not connected
modulo pseudocompactness; the mapping f : Y → [0, 1] defined by
f(s, t) = max
{
0,min{s, 1}
}
is continuous and is 2-valued modulo pseudocompactness, as we now check. Suppose
that either
f−1(0) = (−∞, 0]× [0, 1] or f−1(1) = [1,∞)× [0, 1],
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say the latter, is in UY . By Lemma 3.13 then f
−1(1) is contained in an open subset
of Y whose closure in Y is pseudocompact. But then f−1(1) is pseudocompact,
as in this case f−1(1) is a regular closed subset of Y , and pseudocompactness is
hereditary with respect to regular closed subsets. This is a contradiction. Observe
that
Y \
(
f−1(0) ∪ f−1(1)
)
= (0, 1)× [0, 1],
is in UY , as it is an open subset of Y whose closure in Y is pseudocompact (indeed
compact).
In the following example we show that the product of two spaces which are
connected modulo pseudocompactness is not necessarily connected modulo pseu-
docompactness.
Example 3.24. Let
X = {0, 1} × [0,∞),
where {0, 1} and [0,∞) are considered as subspaces of R endowed with the standard
topology. The spaces {0, 1} and [0,∞) are connected modulo pseudocompactness.
(That [0,∞) is connected modulo pseudocompactness follows from Theorem 3.18
and the fact that β[0,∞) \ [0,∞) is connected.) The space X , however, is not
connected modulo pseudocompactness; let f : X → [0, 1] be defined such that
f |{0}×[0,∞) = 0 and f |{1}×[0,∞) = 1.
Then f is continuous, and is 2-valued modulo UX , as neither of
f−1(0) = {0} × [0,∞) and f−1(1) = {1} × [0,∞)
is in UX . (Note that f
−1(0) and f−1(1) are both open and closed in X . Thus,
if either f−1(0) or f−1(1) is in UX , then, using Lemma 3.13, it will be contained
in an open subset of X whose closure in X is pseudocompact, and is therefore
pseudocompact. But, this is clearly not correct.)
3.3. The case of realcompactness. In this subsection we will be dealing with
realcompactness. Recall that a space is called realcompact if it is homeomorphic to
a closed subspace of some product Rα.
Definition 3.25. For a normal space X define
RX = 〈R : R is a subset of X whose closure is realcompact〉.
Definition 3.26. A normal spaceX is said to be connected modulo realcompactness
if it is connected modulo the ideal RX of X .
The next theorem provides a characterization for connectedness modulo real-
compactness of a space in terms of connectedness of a familiar subspace of its
Stone–Cˇech compactification. We will need a few lemmas first.
The next lemma states that realcompactness is preserved under finite closed
sums of subspaces in the realm of normal spaces. (Realcompactness, despite the
fact that it is a closed hereditary topological property, is not in general preserved
under finite closed sums of subspaces in the realm of completely regular spaces. In
[15] – a correction in [16] – S. Mro´wka describes a completely regular space which
is not realcompact but it can be represented as the union of two closed realcompact
subspaces; a simpler such example is given by A. Mysior in [17].)
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Lemma 3.27. Let X be a normal space such that
X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn,
where Xi is a closed realcompact subspace of X for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then X is
realcompact.
Proof. Let i = 1, . . . , n. Observe that υXi = Xi, as Xi is realcompact. Also,
clυXXi = υXi by Lemma 3.20, as Xi is C-embedded in X , since it is closed in X
and X is normal. Thus
υX = clυXX1 ∪ · · · ∪ clυXXn = υX1 ∪ · · · ∪ υXn = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn = X.
That is, X is realcompact. 
Lemma 3.28. Let X be a normal space. Then
RX = {A : A is a subset of X whose closure is realcompact}.
Proof. It is clear that a subset of X is in RX if its closure in X is realcompact.
Let A be in RX . Then A is contained in a finite union
R = R1 ∪ · · · ∪Rn,
where Ri is a subset of X whose closure in X is realcompact for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Observe that clXR is normal, as it is closed in X and X is so. Therefore
clXR = clXR1 ∪ · · · ∪ clXRn
is realcompact by Lemma 3.27, as it is a union of a finite number of its closed
realcompact subspaces. The closure clXA is then realcompact, as it is a closed
subspace of clXR. 
Lemma 3.29. Let X be a completely regular space. Let A be a subset of X such
that
clβXA ∩ (υX \X) = ∅.
Then clXA is realcompact.
Proof. We have
clXA = clβXA ∩X = (clβXA ∩X) ∪
(
clβXA ∩ (υX \X)
)
= clβXA ∩
(
X ∪ (υX \X)
)
= clβXA ∩ υX = clυXA.
Thus clXA is closed in υX , and therefore is realcompact. 
The following lemma provides sort of converse for Lemma 3.29.
Lemma 3.30. Let X be a normal space and let A be a closed realcompact subspace
of X. Then
intβXclβXA ∩ clβX(υX \X) = ∅.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Thus, in particular
(3.7) intβXclβXA ∩ (υX \X) 6= ∅.
Note that clυXA = υA by Lemma 3.20, as A is C-embedded in X , since A is closed
in X and X is normal. Also, υA = A, as A is realcompact. Therefore
clβXA ∩ (υX \X) = clυXA \X = υA \X = A \X = ∅.
This contradicts (3.7). 
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Theorem 3.31. For a normal space X the following are equivalent.
(1) X is connected modulo realcompactness.
(2) clβX(υX \X) is connected.
Proof. For simplicity of the notation we denote RX by R. To prove the theorem,
by Theorem 2.18, it suffices to show that
λRX = βX \ clβX(υX \X).
Let z be in βX \ clβX(υX \X). Let U be open neighborhood of z in βX such
that
clβXU ∩ clβX(υX \X) = ∅.
Let V = U ∩X . Note that clβXU = clβXV , as U is open βX and X is dense in βX .
Thus clXV is in R, as it is realcompact by Lemma 3.29. Therefore intβXclβXV is
contained in λRX by the definition of λRX . Observe that z is in intβXclβXU , as
z is in U and U is open in βX . In particular, z is in intβXclβXV , and is thus in
λRX .
Next, let t be in λRX . Then t is in intβXclβXA for some subset A of X whose
closure clXA is in R. The set clXA is then a realcompact subset of X by Lemma
3.28. Therefore
intβXclβXA ∩ clβX(υX \X) = ∅
by Lemma 3.30. That is, intβXclβXA is contained in βX \ clβX(υX \X). Thus t
is in βX \ clβX(υX \X). 
Recall that a completely regular space X is called locally realcompact if for
every x in X there is an open neighborhood U of x in X whose closure clXU is
realcompact. For a normal space X (using the representation given for RX in
Lemma 3.28) it is easy to check that X is locally realcompact if and only if it is
local modulo the ideal RX of X . The following now follows from Proposition 2.21.
Proposition 3.32. For a normal space X the following are equivalent.
(1) X is locally realcompact.
(2) clβX(υX \X) is contained in βX \X.
Remark 3.33. In [14], J. Mack, M. Rayburn and R.G. Woods have observed that a
completely regular space X is locally realcompact if and only if υX is open in βX .
From this, Proposition 3.32 follows easily. (See [13].)
We next examine how connectedness modulo realcompactness is preserved under
a certain class of continuous mappings. We need a few preliminaries first.
Let X and Y be completely regular spaces. A continuous mapping φ : X → Y
is said to be hyper-real if
φβ(βX \ υX) ⊆ βY \ υY,
where φβ : βX → βY is the continuous extension of φ. Hyper-real mappings were
originally considered by R.L. Blair in his unpublished manuscript [1], where he used
them as a tool to study preservation of realcompactness and inverse preservation
of pseudocompactness. It is known that every perfect open continuous surjection
between completely regular spaces is hyper-real. (See Corollaries 15.14 and 17.19
of [21].)
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Let X and Y be spaces and let φ : X → Y be a continuous mapping. Let D be
a dense subspace of X such that φ|D : D → φ(D) is perfect. Then
φ(X \D) ⊆ Y \ φ(D).
(See Theorem 1.8 (i) of [18].) In particular, if X and Y are completely regular
spaces and φ : X → Y is a perfect open continuous surjection, then
φβ(βX \X) ⊆ βY \ Y,
where φβ : βX → βY is the continuous extension of φ.
Recall that the Hewitt realcompactification υX of a completely regular space
X may be expressed as the intersection of all cozero-sets of βX which contain X ,
equivalently, βX \ υX is the union of all zero-sets of βX which miss X .
The proof of the next theorem is motivated by the one we have given for Theorem
8.5 of [11].
Theorem 3.34. Connectedness modulo realcompactness is preserved under perfect
open continuous surjections.
Proof. Let φ : X → Y be a perfect open continuous mapping from a space X ,
which is connected modulo realcompactness, onto a space Y . We show that Y
is connected modulo realcompactness. Observe that normality is preserved under
perfect continuous surjections. Thus, to prove this, by Theorem 3.31, it suffices to
prove that clβY (υY \ Y ) is connected. We prove the latter by showing that
φβ
(
clβX(υX \X)
)
= clβY (υY \ Y ),
where φβ : βX → βY is the continuous extension of φ. Since clβX(υX \ X) is
connected by Theorem 3.31, this will prove the theorem.
First, we show that
(3.8) φβ(X) = Y and φ
−1
β (Y ) = X.
That φβ(X) = Y is trivial, as φβ extends φ and φ is surjective. That X is contained
in φ−1β (Y ) is also trivial, as φβ extends φ. That φ
−1
β (Y ) is contained in X follows
from the fact that
φβ(βX \X) ⊆ βY \ Y,
as X is dense in βX and
φ = φβ |X : X → φβ(X) = Y
is perfect. This shows (3.8).
Next, we show that
(3.9) φβ(βX \ υX) = βY \ υY and φ
−1
β (βY \ υY ) = βX \ υX.
Note that if Z is a zero-set in βY which is disjoint from Y , then φ−1β (Z) is a zero-set
in βX which is disjoint from X , as
φ−1β (Z) ∩X = φ
−1
β (Z) ∩ φ
−1
β (Y )
by (3.8). Therefore
φ−1β (βY \ υY ) = φ
−1
β
(⋃{
Z ∈ Z(βY ) : Z ∩ Y = ∅
})
=
⋃{
φ−1β (Z) : Z ∈ Z(βY ) and Z ∩ Y = ∅
}
⊆
⋃{
S ∈ Z(βX) : S ∩X = ∅
}
= βX \ υX.
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Thus
φβ
(
φ−1β (βY \ υY )
)
⊆ φβ(βX \ υX).
But
βY \ υY = φβ
(
φ−1β (βY \ υY )
)
,
as φβ is surjective, since φβ(βX) is a compact subspace of βY which contains
φ(X) = Y . Therefore
βY \ υY ⊆ φβ(βX \ υX).
On the other hand
φβ(βX \ υX) ⊆ βY \ υY,
as φ is hyper-real, since φ is perfect open. Therefore
φβ(βX \ υX) = βY \ υY.
Also,
βX \ υX ⊆ φ−1β
(
φβ(βX \ υX)
)
= φ−1β (βY \ υY ),
which together with the above relations shows that
φ−1β (βY \ υY ) = βX \ υX.
This proves (3.9).
Since φβ is surjective, it follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that
(3.10) φβ(υX \X) = υY \ Y and φ
−1
β (υY \ Y ) = υX \X.
Using (3.10) we have
φβ
(
clβX(υX \X)
)
⊆ clβY φβ(υX \X) = clβY (υY \ Y ),
and
clβY (υY \ Y ) ⊆ φβ
(
clβX(υX \X)
)
,
as
υY \ Y = φβ(υX \X) ⊆ φβ
(
clβX(υX \X)
)
,
and the latter is compact. Thus
clβY (υY \ Y ) = φβ
(
clβX(υX \X)
)
,
as desired. 
Next, we examine how connectedness modulo realcompactness behaves with re-
spect to formation of unions. The following theorem (as well as the proof) is dual
to Theorem 3.21.
Theorem 3.35. Let X be a normal space such that
X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn,
where Xi for each i = 1, . . . , n is a closed subspace of X which is connected modulo
realcompactness. Suppose that
X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn
is non-realcompact. Then X is connected modulo realcompactness.
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Proof. Let T be a closed subspace of X . Observe that
βT = clβXT and υT = clυXT
by Lemma 3.20. Therefore
υT \ T = clυXT \ T = (υX ∩ clβXT ) \ T = clβXT ∩ (υX \X),
and thus
clβT (υT \ T ) = clclβXT
(
clβXT ∩ (υX \X)
)
= clβXT ∩ clβX
(
clβXT ∩ (υX \X)
)
= clβX
(
clβXT ∩ (υX \X)
)
.
Let
A = X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn.
Observe that A is closed in X and υA\A, which equals to clβXA∩ (υX \X) by the
above observation, is non-empty, as A is non-realcompact. Note that clβXi(υXi \
Xi), which equals to
(3.11) clβX
(
clβXXi ∩ (υX \X)
)
by the above observation, is connected for each i = 1, . . . , n by Theorem 3.31, as Xi
is connected modulo realcompactness. Observe that (3.11) contains the non-empty
set
clβXA ∩ (υX \X)
for each i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, the union
n⋃
i=1
clβX
(
clβXXi ∩ (υX \X)
)
is connected. Since
n⋃
i=1
clβX
(
clβXXi ∩ (υX \X)
)
= clβX
( n⋃
i=1
clβXXi ∩ (υX \X)
)
= clβX(υX \X),
Theorem 3.31 implies that X is connected modulo realcompactness. 
The following example shows that the conclusion in the above theorem (and also
Theorem 2.11) fails if the number of Xi’s is infinite.
Example 3.36. Let
X = A⊕ I,
where A = I = [0,Ω). (Here Ω is the first uncountable ordinal and ⊕ denotes the
free union.) Let
Xi = A ∪ {i}
for each i in I. Then X is a normal space, Xi for each i in I is closed in X , A is
non-realcompact,
X =
⋃
i∈I
Xi and A =
⋂
i∈I
Xi.
We verify that Xi for each i in I is connected modulo realcompactness, while X
itself is not.
Note that βA = [0,Ω]. Thus υA = [0,Ω], as υA 6= A, since A is not realcompact.
Therefore υA \ A = {Ω}. Let i be in I. Note that υXi = clυXXi by Lemma 3.20,
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as Xi is C-embedded in X , since Xi is closed in X and X is normal. Similarly,
υA = clυXA. Thus
υXi \Xi = clυXXi \Xi = clυX
(
A ∪ {i}
)
\
(
A ∪ {i}
)
= clυXA \A = υA \A = {Ω}.
Therefore
clβXi(υXi \Xi) = {Ω}
is connected. Note that Xi is normal, as it is closed in X and X is so. Thus Xi
is connected modulo realcompactness by Theorem 3.31. To conclude the proof,
observe that
υX \X = (clυXA ∪ clυXI) \X = (clυXA \X) ∪ (clυXI \X) = (υA \A) ∪ (υI \ I)
is a two point set, and thus so is its closure clβX(υX \X). Therefore clβX(υX \X)
is not connected. Again, Theorem 3.31 implies that X is not connected modulo
realcompactness.
The above example may also be used to show that the conclusion in Theorem 2.11
fails if the number of Xi’s is infinite. For this purpose, note that by an argument
similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 3.6 (using Lemma 3.28 and observing that
A and Xi are closed in X) we have
RX |A = RA and RX |Xi = RXi
for each i in I. Thus, in particular, Xi for each i in I is connected modulo RX |Xi , as
it is connected modulo RXi , and A is connected modulo RX |A, as it is connected
modulo RA. Also, A is not in RX by Lemma 3.28, as it is closed in X and is
non-realcompact.
The following example shows that a space with a dense subspace which is con-
nected modulo realcompactness may fail to be connected modulo realcompactness.
Example 3.37. Let X be the space defined in Example 3.36. Let D be the
subspace of X consisting of all isolated points of X . Then D is dense in X trivially,
and is connected modulo realcompactness, while X itself is not connected modulo
realcompactness, as it is shown in Example 3.36. (That D is connected modulo
realcompactness follows from the facts thatD is realcompact, as it is a discrete space
of non-measurable cardinality, and by Theorem 3.31 every realcompact normal
space is connected modulo realcompactness.)
The following example shows that the product of two spaces each connected
modulo realcompactness may not be connected modulo realcompactness.
Example 3.38. Let X be the space defined in Example 3.36. Observe that X is
homeomorphic to the product space
[0,Ω)× {0, 1}.
While X itself is not connected modulo realcompactness by Example 3.36, both
spaces [0,Ω) and {0, 1} are connected modulo realcompactness. (That [0,Ω) is
connected modulo realcompactness has been observed in Example 3.36.)
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